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Question Paper

B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Hons &
& Mqior Examination 2or23

(Under CBCS Pattern)

Semester - II
Subject : ENI/IRONMENTAL STUDIES

Paper: AECC (E)

Full Marks : 5O

Time : 2 hours

Condidates are required to giue their ansuers
intheir ownu.tords as far as practicable.

The fi.gures in the margin indicate full marks.

Answer from all the Groups as directed.

GROUP_A

1. Answer ang ten questions from

(a) What is ecological pyramid?

l72t

the following :

2xlO=2O
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

a

(g)

t2l
What is niche?

Define ecotone.

What is ecocline?

What is energr flow in ecosystem?

Differentiate endangered species from
endemic species.

Make a difference of in-situ and ex-situ
biodiversity consenration strategies.

How is the ecosystem diversity different
from genetical diversity?

State two reasons for habitat loss.

What is desertification?

What are the economic services of an
ecosystem?

What are the aesthetic and ethical services
of an ecosystem?
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Define air pollution.

What are
hazards?

nuclear waste-based

State two features of CBD.

Make a difference between point and non-
point sources of pollution.

GROUP_B

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Answer ang four questions from the

2. Write a short
development.

following :

5x4=2O

sustainabienote on

3. Give a brief description, with graphic, of
grassland ecosystem.

4. "To stop the global climate change, we
need to bring in changes in the energy
infrastructrlre." - Write a commentary on this
statement.
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5. How is global
degradation?

6. Why is ozone layer
constituent in the

(41
climate change related to land

considered as an important
upper atmosphere?

7. State the rehabilitation and resettlement
policies of Indian Government due to
construction of large dam.

Answer anq orn.e

GROUP_C

question from the

Write the fundamental science of global
warming. What are the effects of global warming
on agriculture?

"Occurrence of frequent droughts increases the
gender gap in developing and underdeveloped

following :

10x 1= 10

8.

9.

economies. "
statement.

1721

Critically evaluate the
i/1,
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(q) Ecocline ft?
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(<l) Habitat loss-€K 5'fr +.Kq &g.l T-{ t
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(u) Nuclear waste-based hazard ft?
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(q) Ocosystem diversity s
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8.

c.

l7l
"To stop the global climate change, we need to
bring in changes in the enerry infrastructure."

- qQ <smr{ G"r< esB rglrs qTs 
I

Land degradation-€( {C{ Global climate change-
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q.

ksruput

FteFIR\o fr,c+Ifil q$E emK bs-"< qls s )o x)=!o
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EreNrq< rrst<efr fi ftr

b. "Occurrence of frequent droughts increases the
gender gap in developing and underdeveloped
economies." - €? <smfi qIcElD{Tq-s frcnqq T( r
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